
 

 

As we were ushered into the heavily paneled office, I thought of what had transpired not long 
before this moment. We had tripped along and navigated our way down the narrow, winding 
uneven cobbled streets of this ancient little town. My mind was a kaleidoscope, attempting to 
grasp where I was and all that had gone on here for centuries before. I was fascinated and in 
awe as we were led by our astute friend and interpreter, Fadi. He was a resident of this 
fascinating village and navigated its little back streets with a rhythm and familiarity, as I’m sure 
many had done for thousands of years before him.


After all, could these not have been the same streets Boaz and Ruth had walked along, 
or maybe even where Abraham and Isaac had come from Hebron, not too far away to 
lay in supplies. Yes, we were in Bethlehem of Judea. This amazing little village with such 
a rich history spanning the ages.


Was this too not the place where the angels appeared and declared, 


“Glory to God in the highest,  
and on earth  

Peace and Goodwill toward men.” 
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Now some years on, as I sit down to write this, rockets are literally lighting up the sky 
only a few miles from where that famous declaration was made by those angels two 
thousand years ago.

 

It made me reflect on the wonderful Christmas song penned by Amy Grant,  

entitled – My Christmas list; 


‘No more lives torn apart, 

Then wars would never start, 

And time would heal all hearts. 

And every one would have a friend, 

And right would always win, 

And love would never end 

This is my grown-up Christmas list’ 
It also caused me to ponder further on the quote from the late Elise Boulding…

"Peace cultures thrive on and are nourished by visions of how things might be, in a 
world where sharing and caring are part of the accepted lifeways for everyone." 


Its true we not only need to dream and believe that at the coming of Jesus and with Him 
a New Covenant, that the words so aptly penned by these two ladies only underscore 
the heart of Father God which has not changed in over 20 centuries but is actually more 
real today than it was then. He still longs for Peace and Goodwill to all men.


The Father is not the only one who longs for these things, so do the residents of 
Bethlehem, who have hope. 


The office which Carol and I, along with our little team, were being ushered into was that 
of Vera Baboun, a Christian, a lady in a very male dominated society, who was in-fact 
Mayor of Bethlehem. As we entered, her grace and elegance were immediately 
apparent. Our conversation focused on her famous town and the reason for our being 
there. I was ‘walking the great commission’ carrying my cross and bowl which had been 
my companion in many notable places on earth but none as famous as this.


Then she paused, a note of reflective sadness seemed to come upon her ; “There is one 
day each year”, she said, “when the whole world focuses on Bethlehem, and I often 
wonder what would have happened if Jesus were born today?” ‘Why?’, we asked 
curiously. “Well the wise men wouldn’t have been able to get into the town”… She was 
of course referring to the towering wall which dwarfed anything in its vicinity which 
surrounded the village. There was no enmity in her voice, only sadness.


Her cry too was that we should all with one voice declare, ‘Joy to the world the Lord has 
come, let earth receive her King’.


So let us celebrate and call ‘those things that are not as though they were’. 

God is just as excited about Christ’s coming and His wonderful plan for mankind as He 
was that very first Christmas, as should we be.
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Lets concur with Amy’s lovely words ……


‘That every one would have a friend, 

And right would always win, 

And love would never end’ 
There is a great Spirit rising up on the earth, one of great hope. One where we can all 
not only concur but contribute by showing His love, grace, kindness and peace this 
Christmas as we proclaim with Job; 

"As for me, I know that my Redeemer lives, and at the last 

He will take His stand on the earth.”  


Have a truly BLESSED CHRISTMAS!


Footnote: And yes! , We had the joy of leading Fadi,

our Palestinian friend to Jesus.








DAVID & CAROL  
C A P E

David and Carol

The Good News of the birth of King Jesus is still being proclaimed in Bethlehem!

Jonathan Bellamy of Cross Rhythms (COTN) reports the following:

For several years Cross Rhythms has been pioneering an online community radio station, called 
Radio Hayah. Based just four minutes walk from Manger Square in Bethlehem the station runs a 
mix of Arabic and English programming, and looks to be a blessing to the people of Bethlehem 
through giving them a voice on the radio. With a small team of local Palestinian Arab young 
Christians helping to put programs together, recent shows have featured the Bethlehem Mayor, 
Bethlehem Municipality, Beit Sahour Youth Council; Tarek Wahba from the Choir of Bethlehem; 
Alla Halayka from Raseel Association who help children with Autism; and the Joint Tourism 
Development Board in Bethlehem. Undergirded by a Christian worldview, and broadcasting over 
a bed of contemporary Christian music, the station’s ethos is to engage in everyday life, and as 
Christians to be a blessing, serve the city, build relationships and so in some small way to 
contribute to the Kingdom of God being mixed like a “little bit of yeast working through the large 
batch of dough” of the city. 
May the Good News this Christmas continue to change the world from Bethlehem to the 
uttermost parts.
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For any comments, suggestions and news,  

please do not hesitate to contact  

the COTN Virtual Resource Centre at 

communication@cotn.org
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